A Formal Definition of SOL
D. E. KNUTH AND J. L. McNELEY
Summary-This paper gives a formal definition of SOL, a generalpurpose algorithmic language useful for describing and simulating
complex systems. SOL is described using meta-linguistic formulas

A facility is a global element which can be controlled
by only one transaction at a time. Associated with each
. .

request for the facility is a "control strength " and if a
requesting transaction has a higher strength than the
transaction controlling the facility, an interrupt will
occur. Interrupts may be nested to any depth. If the
requesting transaction is not of greater strength than
statistics about the elements involved. SOL differs from other simu- the controlling transaction, then the requesting transaclation languages such as SIMSCRIPT primarily in simplicity of use
and in readability since it is capable of describing models without tion stops and waits for the facility until the controllinig
transaction releases its control. When a transaction is
including computer-oriented characteristics.
interrupted, it cannot advance to any other position in
its program until it regains control of the facility.
I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Stores are space-shared rather than timie-shared global
SOL IS an algorithmic language used to construct
miodels of general systems for simulation in a elements, and they are assigned a specific storage capaczJreadable form. The model builder describes his ity. As long as there is sufficient storage to accommodate
model in terms of processes whose number and detail the requesting transaction the request for space is satisare completely arbitrary and definable within the con- fied; otherwise, the transaction waits until the space it
straints of the language elements. A SOL nmodel con- is requesting becomes available. In this sense, a facility
sists of a number of statemenits and declarations which inay be regarded as a store which has a capacity of one
have a character similar to that fotunid in programminig unit only, except for the fact that no interrupt capability is provided for stores.
languages such as ALGOL.
Simulated time passes in discrete units indicated in
The model is not built to be executed in a sequential
fashion as ordinary programming languages require. "wait statmenits." The model builder requires the transRather, the processes are written and executed as if all actions to wait a proper number of time units at the
were running in parallel. Control between processes is appropriate places in the processes, and this specifies
maintained by the interaction of global entities and by the time element. The interpretation of the physical
control and communication instructions within the significance of a unit of time is immaterial in the SOL
different processes. At the initiation of the simulation language; if all time interval specifications are multiplied by a factor of ten it will not decrease the speed by
all processes are begun simultaneously.
Variables declared within a process are called local which the model is simulated.
Control within or between processes is also introduced
variables. Within a given process it is possible to have
several actions going on at once; therefore, we may into the simulation by allowing a transaction to wait
think of several objects on which the action takes place until a global variable or expression obtains a certain
each in its own place in the process at any given time. value. A transaction may also be forced to wait until a
These objects will be referred to as transactions. A set Of space- or time-shared element attains a certain status.
Output statements which display the progress Or the
local variables corresponding in number to those declared in the process is "carried with" each transaction simulation may be inserted at will in the model. Special
of that process. Transactions situated within one proc- types of statistics are automatically available, such as
ess may not refer to the local variables of aniother proc- the per cent of utilization of a facility, the average and
ess nor to the local variables of another transaction in maximum number of elements in a store at a given
moment, etc. Another type of global quantity, called a
the same process.
Global quantities are of three major types: global table, is introduced to record statistical information
variables, facilities and stores. Global variables can be about desired data. The mean, the standard deviation
referenced or changed by any transaction from any and a histogram are provided for all data recorded in a
process in the system, and the variable possesses only table.
Processes initiate parallelism within themselves by
one value at any given time.
using a duplication operation. The transaction makes an
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it executes a "cancel" statement.
as used in the definition of ALGOL 60. The principal differences between SOL and problem-oriented languages such as ALGOL or
FORTRAN is that SOL includes capabilities for expressing parallel
computation, convenient notations for embedding random quantities
within arithmetic expressions and automatic means for gathering
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Other operationis available in SOL are similar to those
of existing algorithmic languages, but these portions of
the language are at the present time less powerful than
the features available in a large scale programming language.
A detailed example of a complete SOL model appears
in a companion paper in this issue [2 ].

We will define the syntax of SOL using meta-liniguistic
formulas as given in the definition of ALGOL 60 [1].
Certain things which have been carefully defined in
ALGOL 60 will not be redefined here but will merely
be stated to have the same interpretation as given by
ALGOL. We will use the abbreviation *(A)* to mean "a
list of (A)," i.e.,
(A)
*(A)*:/=(A)|*(A)*,
A

-A

A) *, (A)

Comments may be written in the form "comment
(string without semnicolons);" as in ALGOL 60.
A.
and Constants
A.-Identifiers
Z
(letter):: =A B| C| D
Identifiers and Constants

19
(digit)::=0|1|213
(number):: = (constant)| (decimal constant)

August

When a facility is declared, it is initially "'not busy";
at the end of the simulation run, statistics are reported
giving the per cent of time each facility was in use.
A store declaration gives the capacity of each store
(the number preceding the identifier). At the end of the
simulationi run statistics are giveni on the average and
the maximum number of items occupying the store (as a
function of time). Stores are empty when first declared.
A "table" is used to gather detailed statistical information of any desired type; readings are tabulated
and afterwards the mean, the standard deviation, histogram distribution, etc., are output. The constants preceding the table namie give the starting point for histogram intervals, the incremenit between intervals and the
highest value.
A monitor declaration namiies items which already
have been declared, with the understanding that these
identifiers are tobe "monitored." This means that wheniever a change in the state of the corresponding quantity
is detected, a line will be prinited giving the details. This
capability is especially useful when checkilng out a
model, and it can also be used to advantage for output
during a regular simulation run.

.

: =*(digit)*
(constant):
: =
constant):
(constant)i(ctnstant)
(decimal
(decimal constaint):: = constant). (constant)

C. Expressions and Relations
(name):: = (identifier) (identifier) [(expression)]

By (variable naml-e), (facility name), etc., we will
(identifier):: = (letter)| (identifier)(letter)|
mean
that the identifier in the name has appeared in a
(identifier) (digit)
(variable declaration ), (facility declaration), etc., reIdentifiers are used as the names of variables, statisti- sspectivelve
cal tables, stores, facilities, processes, procedures and
statements. The same identifier can be used for only one (primary):: = (variable niaime) (store iname)!
(constant) (decimal constant) time
purpose in a program. Constants are used to represent
(*(expression)*) abs((expression))
integer numbers. Decimal constants represent real nummax(*(expression)*) min(*(expression)*)
bers. Identifiers must be declared before they are used
elsewhere.
normal ((expression), (expression))
exponential((expression)) poisson((expressioii))
geometric((expression)) random
B. Declarations
(declared item): = (identifier) (identifier) [(constant)] (term): : = (primary) (term) X (primary)
(term)+ (primary) (term)/(primary)
(variable declaration):: =integer * (declared item)*|
(term )mod(primary)
real* (declared item)*
(sum):: = (term)| +(term)j -(term)n (sum+±(term)|
(facility declaration): * =facility *(declared item)*
(sum) -(term)
(store declaration):: = store *(constant)(declared item)*
(unconditional expression):: (sum)| (sum): (sum)
(table declaration):: =table *((number)step(number)
(expression):: = (unconditional expression)|
until (number)) (declared item )*
if (relation) then (expression) else (expression)
(monitor declaration):: = monitor *(identifier)*
The meaning of the arithmetical operations inside exIf the declared item is simply an identifier, it means
that a single item of that name is being declared. The pressions is identical to the meaning in ALGOL 60.
The new elements here are "a mod b," the positive
other form, e.g., A[10], imneans 10 similar items called
remainder obtained upon dividing a by b;
A[1], A[2], * * *, A[10] are being declared.
en)," which de, en,)" and "vmin(e1,
The variable declaration is used to specify variables "max(ei,
(either local or global, depending on where the declaration appears). All variables are initially set to zero when
declared. "Integer" variables differ from "real" variables
in that when a value is assigned to them it is rounded to
the nearest integer,

note the maximum and minimum values, respectively,
of the n expressions; and there are also notations for expressing random values. The expression " (er, e.
, )"
indicates that a random selection is made from among
the n expressions with equal probability of choosing any
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expression. The expressions normal(M, S), poisson(M),
geometric(M) and exponential(M) indicate random
values with special distributions which occur frequently
in applications. A random number drawn from the normal distribution with mean M and standard deviation
S is denoted by normal(M, S) and is a real (not necessarily integer) value. A number drawn from the exponential distribution with mean M is denoted by exponential(M) and is also of type real. The poisson
distribution signified by poisson(M), on the other hand,
yields only integer values; the probability that poisson(M) =n is (e-mMn/n!). The geometric distribution
with mean M, denoted by geometric(M), also yields
integer values, where the probability that geometric(M)
=n is 1/M(1-1/M)n-l. The symbol random denotes a
random real number between 0 and 1 having uniform
distribution. Finally, we have the notation el:e2, which
denotes a random integer between the limits e1 and e2;
more formally

0,
1,

e1: e2 =

ei >

e2

(relational operator)(unconditional expression)
(facility name) busy (facility name) not busy|
(store name) full (store name) not full|
(store name) empty| (store name) not empty|
pr((expression)) ((relation))
(relation):: = (relation primary)|
(relation primary)V(relation primary)
(relation primary)A(relation primary)
(relation primary)
These relations have obvious meanings except for the
construction "pr(e)" which stands for a random condition which is true with probability e. (Here e must be
less than or equal to 1.) Thus we might say
if pr(0.12) then (12 per cent of the time)
else (88 per cent of the time).

III.

STATEMENTS

A. Processes

As this simulator operates, any number of processes

ei < e2.
written in the language may be in use at once. We may
(e1,el + * , e2)
The normal, exponential, poisson and geometric dis- think of several objects, each in its own place in the
tributions are mathematically expressible in terms of process at any given time. These objects are referred to
as transactions. In this section, we describe the various
random as follows:

normal(M,S) = S X V/-2 ln (random)
X sin (2w random) + M
exponential(M) - M ln (random)
M2
poisson(M)

= n

if e-M I + M + -2! +

< random <

/
e-m 1 + M +

manipulations that transactions can perform in the language.

+

Mn--1
-

(n -1)!+

(process description):: ==process (identifier);
(statement)
process (identifier); begin
(process declaration list); (statement list) end
= (variable declaration)
(process
declaration)::
declaration)
(procedure
(monitor declaration)
|

(Mn(process declaration list):: = (process declaration)|
)
(process declaration list); (process declaration)

There are two kinds of variables, global variables (not
declared in a process) and local variables (those which
are declared in a process). All transactions can refer to
the
global variables, and a global variable has only one
(The poisson distribution should not be used for
value
at any given time. But a local variable is "carried
values of M greater than 10.) As examples of the use of
with"
each transaction within a given process, and there
these distributions, consider a population of customers
coming to a market with an average of one customer is in general, a different value for a local variable deevery M minutes. The distribution of waiting time be- pending on which transaction is using it. Transactions
tween successive arrivals is exponential(M). On the situated within one process may not refer to the local
other hand, if an average of M customers come in per variables of another process, nor can the local variables
hour, the distribution of the actual number of customers of one transaction within a process be reached directly
arriving in a given hour is poisson(M). If an individual by other transactions in that same process. Communicaperforms an experiment repeatedly with a chance of tion between processes is accomplished solely with the
success, 1/M on each independent trial, the number of help of global quantities.
trials needed until he first succeeds is geometric(M).
The special symbol "time" indicates the current time; B. Labels
intially, time is zero. The value of a store name is the
A statement may be named by any identifier as folcurrent number of occupants of the store.
lows:
<J| <
(relational operator):: = = |I
(statement)::-=(unlabeled statement)|
(identifier): (statement)
(relation primary):: = (unconditional expression)
geometric(M) =

r

/ - 1\]
+ In (random)/ln t1 -jj
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By the designation (label) we will mean the name of a G. Wait Statements
(wait statement):: = wait (expression)
statement.
The expression is rounded to the nearest integer, and
C. Creation of Transactions
At the beginning of simulation, there is one transac- then this statement advances "time" by max(O,
tion present for each process described. Each of these (expression)), as far as this transaction is concerned. All
initial transactions starts at time zero and is positioned time delays in a simulated process are, in the last analyat the beginning of the process. More transactions may sis, specified by using wait statements.
be created by using "start statements."
H. Wait- Until Statements
(start statement):: = new transaction to (label)
(wait-until statement): : = wait until (relation)
This statement, when executed, creates a new transactransactionto freeze at point
tion (whose local variables are the same in number and
tis the
value as those of the transaction which created it). The
\ ~~~~~~~~other
,
transactions). The relation must not involve ex* executing the program at (label)
new transaction begins
The ration must not inolegex
othestrnsact
while the original transaction continues in sequence.
which have a random value; e.g., it not legal
New transactions are also created by input statements to write "wait until pr(10)" or "wait until A[1:4]=0,"
etc.
(Section I I I-T).
I. Enter Statements
D. Disappearance of Transactions
Transactions "die" when they execute a cancel state- (enter statement):: enter (store name)
enter (store name), (expression)
ment.
The first form is an abbreviation for "enter (store
(cancel statement):: =cancel
An implied cancel statement is at the end of every name), 1." The value of the expression, rounded to the
process, so cancel statements need not always be ex- nearest integer, gives the number of units requested of
the store. The transaction will remain at this statement
plicitly written.
until that number of units is available and until all
other transactions of greater or equal priority which
E. Replacement Statements
have been waiting for storage space have been serviced.
(replacement statement):: = (variable name)
(expression )
J. Leave Statement
This replaces the value of the variable by the value of
(leave statement):: =leave (store name)
the expression. The variable may be global or local, but
i
l
not the name of a store. If the variable is an integer
"leave (store
for
abbreviation
an
form
is
The
first
variable, the expression is rounded.
of units
the
number
returns
This
statement
name), 1."
F. Priority
equivalent to the value of the (rounded) expression.
Time is measured in discrete units, so it may happen
that by coincidence two transactions want to do some- K. Seize Statements
(seize statement):: =seize (facility name)!
thing at precisely the same time. They may be in conseize (facility name), (expression)
flict, e.g., they may both want to seize a facility, or
to change the value of the same global variable or one
The first form is equivalent to "seize (facility name),
may want to change it while the other is using its value.
0."
This statement is usually rather simple, but there
does
simulator
the
in
of
conflict,
cases
such
Actually,
are
situations when complications arise. If the facility
things
two
no
execution;
for
choose a specific order
is
not
busy when this statement occurs, then it becomes
more
deal
actually happen at the same instant, as we
at
this point and remains busy until later released
busy
the
between
of
time
properly with infinitesimal units
this
transaction. (Note: If this transaction creates
by
discrete units. The choice of order is fairly arbitrary extransaction by means of a start statement, the
another
cept when a difference of priority is specified; in that
new
does not control the facility.)
transaction
case, the transaction with higher priority will be acted
The
expression appearing above represents the "conon first. Each transaction has a prioritv, which is initrol
strength" which is normally zero. Allowance is
tially zero; priority is changed by the statement
made, however, for one transaction to interrupt anPRIORITY<-(expression).other. If the faclity iS busy when the seize statement
The declaration "integer PRIORITY"iS implied at the occurs, let El be the control strength with which the
beginning of each process, i.e., PRIORITY iS treated as a facility was seized and let E2 be the control strength
local variable. In the present implementation of SOL, of this seize statement. If E2<E1, the transaction waits
the priority must be between 0 and 63. The effect of until the facility is not busy. If E2>E1, however, interrUpt occurs. The tratnsatction T1 wvhich had control of
priority is spelled out further in Section IV.

ressions
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the facility is stopped wherever it was in its program,
and the present transaction T2 seizes the facility. When
T2 releases the facility, the following occurs:
1) If T1 was executing a wait statement when interrupted, the time of wait is increased by the time
which passed during the interrupt.
2) There may be several transactions not waiting to
seize this facility. If any of these has a higher
control strength than E1, then T1 is interrupted
again. The transaction which interrupts is chosen
by the normal rules for deciding who obtains control of a facility upon release, as described in the
next section.
The control strength in the present implementation of
SOL must be an integer between 0 and 4095. This allows interrupts to be nested up to 4095 deep.

The meaning is the same as in ALGOL; testing of the
relation requires no simulated time.

P. Tabulate Statements
(tabulate statement):: =tabulate (expression) in
(table name)
The value of the expression is recorded as a statistical observation in the table specified.

Q. Output Statements
: = (empty) page|cliner double
(cariage
(string):: = (any sequence of characters excluding "L" )

(output list item):: =#(string)#| (expression)|
(store name)| (table name)| (facility name)
(output statement):: =output *(carriage control)
(output list item)*

Output occurs for all items listed, in turn, after doing
the appropriate carriage control positioning. The output for a string is the string itself. An output for an exThis statement is permitted only when the transac- pression is the value. For a store, table or facility, the
tion is actually controlling the facility because of a pre- appropriate statistical information is output. At the
vious seizure. When the facility is released, there may conclusion of an output statement, the final line is
be several other transactions waiting because of seize printed out.
statements. In this case, the one which gets control of
the facility next is chosen by a consideration of the fol- R. Stop Statements
(stop statement):: =stop
lowing three quantities in order:
A stop statement causes simulation to terminate im1) highest control strength,
mediately, and all transactions cease. The statistics for
2) highest PRIORITY,
all stores, tables and facilities are output as in the out3) first to request the facility.
put statement, as well as the final time, the number of
M. Go To Statements
times each labeled statement was referenced and the
number of transactions which appeared in each process.
(go to statement):: =go to (labelj
go to (*(label)*), (expression)
This statement is used to transfer to another point in S. Procedures
Rprocedure declaration):: =procedure (identifier);
the program; statements are usually executed sequenIn
the
(statement)
the
is
used
to
second
expression
form,
tially.
(procedure statement):: = (procedure name)
select which statement to transfer to; if there are n
labels, the expression, when rounded to the nearest
Apoeuei ipyasbotn sdt aecd
integer, must have a value between 0 and n. Zero means
continue in sequence, 1 means go to the first statement ing. Parameters are not allowed, but their effect can be
achieved by setting local variables in the transactions
an so on.
before calling the procedure. There are local procedures
and global procedures (the latter are declared outside
N. Compound Statements
Several statements may be combined into one, as of a process). Global procedures cannot refer to local
variables. A go to statement may not lead out of a profollows:
cedure body. Procedures may be used recursively.
(statement list): :: = (statement)(| (statement list);
(statement)
T. Transaction Input-Output
(
rastemn)
rd(otn to
(compound statement):: =begin (statement list) end
((statement list))
(lrnabel)nra ttmn): ra cntn)t

L. Release Statements

mentinue

4

0. Conditional Statements
(conditional):: =if (relation) then (unconditional

statement)|I

if (relation) then (unconditional statement) else
(statement)

(transaction write statement):: = write (constant)
The read statement inputs a set of values of local
variables for a transaction of the same type as the one
executing the read statement; this set of values is used
in the creation of a new transaction which begins exe-
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cuting the program at the statement mentioned. The
write statement writes the current values of the local
variables of the transaction onto the unit specified and
does not cancel the present transaction. The constant
in each refers to a tape or card unit number. The same
tape should not be used for both input and output in
the same simulation run.

U. Summary of Statements

just been created. (We will dispense with the latter case
by assuming a "wait 0" statement has been inserted just
before the present position when a new transaction is
created.) If there are no transactions which can move
at this time, the time is advanced to the earliest completion time for a wait statement. Now, from the set of
transactions able to move, that one is selected which has
the highest PRIORITY, and in case of ties, which has
been waiting the longest. (If there is still a tie, an arbitrary choice is made.) The selected transaction is actito execute its statements until
vated, and it acontinues
encountering cancel or stop statement, a priority assignment statement, a wait statement, a wait-until
statement with a false relation or a seize or enter statement which cannot take place at that time. We examine
all . other.. transactions which are
. stopped because of a

(unlabeled statement):: unconditional statement)
(conditional)
(unconditional statement):: start statement)
(cancel statement)I
(replaceent statment) ~wit. state n
replaceenti statement) (waite statement)X
statement)(seize
statement)
senter
(weait-i
statement)
(leave
statement)
wait-until statement involving global quantities
to
(release statement) (go statement)
present transaction. If the correspond(compound statement)l (output statement) Ichanged by thenow
true, these transactions become free
ing relation is
(tabulate statement) (stop statement)
to move at the current time. Then we have once again
(transaction read statement)] (procedure statement
reached "choice state." Note that all release statements
(transaction write statement) (empty)
the time the selected transacare

which

IV. THE MODEL AS A WHOLE
(model):: begin (global declaration list); (process list)
end.

(declaration)::= (variabledeclaration)

(facility declaration)
(store declaration)| (table declaration)]
(monitor declaration)] (procedure declaratio) )
(global declaration list):: = (declaration)
(global declaration list); (declaration)
(process list):: = (process sdescription)|
(process list); (process description)
Initially all variables are zero, all facilities are "not
busy," all stores are "empty," the time is zero, one transaction appears for each process described and the simulator is in the "choice state."
When the simulator is in "choice state," each transaction is either positioned at a wait statement, a wait-

until statement, a seize or enter statement or else it has

passed during

tion was moving are processed immediately in such a
way that the facility becomes not busy only if no other
transaction were interrupted or were waiting to seize it;
if other transactions are in the latter category, the choice
of successor and the transfer of control described in
Section IlI-L takes place immediately as the release
statement is executed. Therefore, it is conceivable that
the statement "wait until FAC not busy" may never be
passed if other transactions are always ready to seize the
facility FAC. Similar remarks apply to the leave state-

ments.

Since this paper was written, a few additions have
been made to the SOL language, including "synchronous" variables and some additional diagnostic capabilities.
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